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1 Introduction
Our final goal is to understand characteristics of negative temperature state appearing

in dynamics of two-dimensional point vortex system [1].
We began a simulation of the point vortex system to understand results of nonneutral

plasma experiments obtained by Kiwamoto group at Kyoto University. It can be shown
that the electron motion in the plane perpendicular to the strong, uniform magnetic field
is given by two-dimensional Euler equation. In the same sense, the governing equation for
the two-dimensional guiding-center plasma that is a collection of charged rods is identical
to that of two-dimensional, inviscid, incompressible fluid.

One of the most remarkable features of the point vortex system is the negative temper-
ature state first introduced by Onsager [2]. Two-dimensional point vortex system confined
in a finite area has limited phase space volume, so that in the limit of infinite system en-
ergy, the density of state approaches zero and has at least one peak at some energy $E_{0}$ .
Following the statistical definition of temperature, $1/T=dS/dE=k_{B}d\ln W/dE$ , where
$T$ is temperature, $S$ is entropy, $E$ is energy, $k_{B}$ is Boltzmann constant, and $W$ is density
of state, the sign of temperature changes if system energy is larger than $E_{0}$ . Note that
there is no concept of negative absolute temperature in the thermodynamic sense. How-
ever, as is mentioned by Onsager, there are many phenomena that can be well-described
by assuming negative statistical temperature, even if the thermodynamic temperature
is positive [2]. We consider that characteristic features that originate in the negative
temperature may appear in the dynamics of the point vortex system.

Wide variety of research effort has been devoted to understand the negative tem-
perature state in the context of two-dimensional turbulence. The condensation of the
same-sign vortices in the rectangular domain is first demonstrated numerically by Joyce
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and Montgomery [3]. The equilibrium state in the negative temperature is discussed by
Pointin and Lundgren [4]. The density of states is obtained by analytically by Seyler [5]
and numerically by Buehler $[$6] and Johnson [7]. However, these simulation results are
very restricted ones in the number of particles and resolution due to the limited calcu-
lation power. Thus, we started the point vortex simulation on the negative temperature
state using recent high performance computers.

In the point vortex simulation, time evolution of the point vortices is traced by the
vorticity equation. To update the position of the point vortex, the flow velocity at each
point vortex must be calculated. This calculation is called the Biot-Savart integral, and
its calculation cost is proportional to the square number of the total point vortices. There
are some different solutions for reducing the calculation cost:

$\bullet$ Use a fast algorithm.

$\bullet$ Use a PC cluster.

$\bullet$ Use a supercomputer.

For PC-based simulations, the most practical solution may be to use a fast algorithm,
for example, tree code and Vortex-In-Cell approximation. However, the integral precision
is also usually reduced. For our case, this is a severe problem as the target system in
negative temperature is high energy one and to trace the trajectory of the motion of
vortices, the velocity at each point vortex should be evaluated exactly at the position of
the point vortex.

The second candidate, PC cluster, has become a very popular solution for massive
simulations. Even a university laboratory can bear the cost and the space to maintain
a small cluster. However, in our case, total calculation speed necessary is approximately
100 GFlops over and more than 50 PCs are required to achieve this speed. So, we decided
to choose the third solution, using a supercomputer called MDGRAPE series. It was
originally designed for molecular dynamics simulation. By using a capability of arbitrary
choice of Green’s function, Biot-Savart integral also can be calculated by it. It provides
350 GFlops calculation speed. This means approximately 100 times faster than a usual
PC.

By the massive simulations using MDGRAPE series, two-dimensional point vortex
system is examined and characterized by temperature. At first, we examine the density
of states if it has a peak. Equilibrium distributions are obtained by time asymptotically.
We find that slope of the energy spectrum in the intermediate wave number depends on
the system energy. $Tw\mathfrak{c}\succ body$ correlation function is used for detailed analysis for the
equilibrium distribution.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In \S 2, the prelude of this research is
reviewed. In \S 3, the negative temperature state in the point-vortex system is reviewed.
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Figure 1: Schematic of confinement geometry is shown. Strong axial magnetic field and
edge electrostatic potential confines electrons. They rotate in $ExB$ direction.

In \S 4, special-purpose supercomputer, MDGRAPE-2 and $- 3$ are introduced. In \S 5, we
show simulation results on the point vortex system characterized by the temperature.

2 Prelude of this research: Nonneutral plasma ex-
periment

We started numerical simulations of the point vortex system to understand the results
of nonneutral plasma experiments carried out by Kiwamoto group at Kyoto University.

Electrons are confined in a circular cylinder axially by an electrostatic potential and
radially by a strong uniform magnetic field. Schematic configuration of confinement is
shown in Fig. 1. Typical time scales of the electron motion satisfy

$\tau_{c}\ll\tau_{ExB}\ll\tau_{bounce}$ , (1)

where $\tau_{c}$ denotes a period for an electron cyclotron motion, $\tau_{ExB}$ is a time scale for
$ExB$ motion, and $\tau_{bounce}$ is a time scale for an electron to bounce between the ends by
the electrostatic potential. As long as the radius of the cyclotron motion is small enough,
the electron motion can be represented by the motion of the guiding center. In this limit,
the equation of the electron motion in the two-dimensional plane perpendicular to the
magnetic field is identical to the Euler equation for inviscid, incompressible fluid.

Let the direction of the strong magnetic field be $z$ ,

$B=B_{0}\hat{z}$ . (2)

Equation of motion of the guiding center is given by

$m_{e} \frac{dv}{dt}=-e(E+v\cross B)$ . (3)

By time averaging Eq. (3) over a cycle, the drift velocity of the guiding center is given
by the usual $E\cross B$ drift

$v= \frac{E\cross B}{|B|^{2}}$ . (4)
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Incorporating electrostatic potential induced by the electrons themselves

$E=-\nabla\phi$ (5)

and Eq. (2) into Eq. (4), we obtain

$v= \frac{1}{B_{0}}\hat{z}\cross\nabla\phi$ . (6)

Thus, the self electrostatic potential behaves like a stream function for a two-dimensional
flow. Rotation of Eq. (6) gives the vorticity

$\omega_{z}\hat{z}=\nabla\cross v=\frac{\hat{z}}{B_{0}}\nabla^{2}\phi=\frac{en}{\epsilon_{0}B_{0}}\hat{z}$ , (7)

where $n$ is the number density of the electron. In the last term, Poisson equation is used

$\nabla^{2}\phi=\frac{en}{\epsilon_{0}}$ . (8)

Equation (7) tells that the vorticity is proportional to the number density of the electron.
By these relations, the governing equation of guiding-center plasma is found to be identical
to the Euler equation. More complete description for the electron confinement is available
in Ref. [8].

3 Negative temperature state appearing in two di-
mensional point vortex system

Large-scale, long-lived vortices are commonly observed in nearly two-dimensional flow.
It can also be seen in the nonneutral plasma experiment. Initially doughnut-shaped
electron distribution is deformed into several clumps by the diocotron instability, or more
famous words, Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. The number of clumps produced initially is
understood by the linear theory $[$9$]$ . Shortly, merger continuously occurs and the number
of clumps gradually decreases in time. In this process, each clump size increases, which
indicates the energy transfer from a short scale to a large scale, i.e., the inverse energy
cascade.

For decades, various investigations have been made to understand the inverse energy
cascade [10, 11]. Onsager introduced a concept of “negative temperature” for the two-
dimensional point vortex system in 1949 to understand the large-scale vortex formation
[2]. When temperature $T$ is positive, vortices of opposite sign will tend to approach each
other. On the other hand, when $T$ is negative, vortices of the same sign will tend to
cluster and preferably form stronger vortex. This statistical tendency of the same sign
to cluster in the negative temperature region is clear from a description by a canonical
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energy distribution proportional to $\exp(-\beta E)$ . Negative $\beta$ corresponds to reversing the
sign of the interaction, where the same-sign vortices statistically attract and opposite ones
repel $[$ 12].

Here we explain a target point vortex system, including the basic concept of negative
temperature. We consider a point vortex system consisting of $N$ positive and $N$ negative
point vortices with circulation $\Gamma_{0}=$ const. and $-\Gamma_{0}$ , respectively, bounded by a circular
wall of radius $R$ . Position vector and circulation of the i-th point vortex is given by $r_{i}$

and $\Gamma_{i}$ , respectively. Constants of motion are Hamiltonian and inertia:

$H$ $=$ $- \frac{1}{4\pi}\sum_{i}^{N}\sum_{j\neq i}^{N}\Gamma_{i}\Gamma_{j}\ln|r_{i}-r_{j}|+\frac{1}{4\pi}\sum_{i}^{N}\sum_{j}^{N}\Gamma_{i}\Gamma_{j}\ln|r_{i}-\overline{r}_{j}|-\frac{1}{4\pi}\sum_{i}^{N}\sum_{j}^{N}\Gamma_{i}\Gamma_{j}\ln\frac{R_{/}}{|r_{j}\}}9)$

$I$ $=$ $\sum_{i}^{N}\Gamma_{i}|r_{i}|^{2}$ (10)

The last term in Eq. (9) is introduced to make the value of stream function at the circular
wall zero. Equations of motion for each point vortex are given by

$\Gamma_{i}\frac{dx_{i}}{dt}=\frac{\partial H}{\partial y_{i}}$ ,

or explicitly

$\Gamma_{i}\frac{dy_{i}}{dt}=-\frac{\partial H}{\partial x_{i}}$ , (11)

$\frac{dr_{i}}{dt}=-\frac{1}{2\pi}\sum_{j\neq i}^{2N}\Gamma_{j}\frac{(r_{i}-r_{j})x\hat{z}}{|r_{i}-r_{j}|^{2}}+\frac{1}{2\pi}\sum_{j}^{2N}\Gamma_{j}\frac{(r_{i}-\overline{r}_{j})\cross\hat{z}}{|r_{i}-\overline{r}_{j}|^{2}}$. (12)

The wall effect is introduced by the image vortex located at $\overline{r}_{i}=R^{2}r_{i}/|r_{i}|^{2}$ .
The inverse temperature $\beta$ is statistically defined by

$\beta=\frac{dS}{dE}=k_{B}\frac{d\ln W(E)}{dE}$ . (13)

In usual cases, $W(E)$ increases as $E$ increases, and the slope $dS/dE$ never changes the
sign, i.e., always positive (Fig. 2). On the other hand, if the total phase space volume
is finite, the total number of states is limited, and the asymptotic value of the density of
state at infinite energy must be zero. Then the density of state should have at least a
peak at some energy $E_{0}$ . So that, in the region of $E>E_{0}$ , temperature is negative.

Onsager considered that the $x_{i}$ and $y_{i}$ coordinates of each point vortex are canonical
conjugates due to the similarity of the equations of motion of the point vortices (11) to
the common Hamilton equation. Namely, the phase space of the point vortex system is
identical to the configuration space. Assuming that the vortices are confined in an area
$A$ , total phase space volume is given by

$/d\Omega=/dx_{1}dy_{1}\cdots dx_{2N}dy_{2N}=(/dxdy)^{2N}=A^{2N}$ . (14)
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Figure 2: Usual relation between the density of state and the system energy is shown.

Figure 3: The density of state has at least a peak when the total number of states is
limited. In this case, negative temperature state appears when $E>E_{0}$ .
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Figure 4: MDGRAPE-3 is a PCI-X card.

Thus, Onsager concluded that the negative temperature state appears in the two-dimensional
point vortex system confined in a finite area. Since then, many simulation results have
been presented to understand the two-dimensional point vortex system in statistical me-
chanical framework. However, numerical simulation on point vortex system demands
relatively large calculation power. We noticed that there were few large scale simulation
on the point vortex system in negative temperature state, so that we decided to investigate
it by on-hand supercomputer, MDGRAPE-2 and MDGRAPE-3.

4 An accelerator for vortex simulations, MDGRAPE-
3

To speed up the calculation in central processing unit (CPU), it is very efficient to
restrict the types of calculation and completely implement them as a wired-logic device
[13]. An extreme example is a special-purpose computer that can calculate usually only
one kind of calculation. One of the most famous special-purpose computers may be
GRAPE hardware that was at first developed at University of Tokyo [14]. The type of
calculation is limited to the gravitational force for $n$ stars. So that, GRAPE can be
regarded as a fast Poisson solver for a three-dimensional system. As a branch of GRAPE,
MDGRAPE series was developed. It has a capability to integrate Poisson equation with
different Green function from the three-dimensional one, for example, Van der Waals
force, two-dimensional Coulomb force, Biot-Savart integral.

Calculation time for each time step is measured in the point vortex simulation with
time development by 4th order Runge-Kutta method. The simulations are executed as
(a) a single thread on dual core CPU, (b) two threads on dual core CPU, (c) four threads
on quad core CPU, (d) a single thread with MDGRAPE-2 and (e) a single thread with
MDGRAPE-3. For the two cases using MDGRAPE hardware, the Biot-Savart integral
is accelerated by them. The result is shown in Fig. 5. Detailed specifications of the
hardware used here are shown in Table 1. For 8036 point vortices case, calculation time
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Number of point vortices $(x10^{4})$

Figure 5: Calculation time per one time step is plotted against the number of point
vortices without image vortices.

Table 1: Specifications of CPUs and memories.
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Figure 6: Density of state is plotted against system energy $E$ and inertia $I$ .

is (a) 6.01 sec., (b) 3.01 sec., (c) 1.67 sec., (d) 0.49 sec., (e) 0.068 sec.. The speed ratio to
(a) is (a) 1.00, (b) 1.99, (c) 3.59, (d) 12.2, (e) 88.5. In other words, MDGRAPE-3 finishes
simulation for a day that takes 89 days with PC without MDGRAPE-3.

5 Characterization of point vortex system by tem-
perature

In this section, we demonstrate the simulation results for the statistical understanding
of the two-dimensional point vortex system [1].

5.1 Density of state

To check the existence of the negative temperature state in the target point vortex
system, the density of state is obtained by a random sampling of states following the
micro canonical statistics. Each state is characterized by energy $E$ and inertia $I$ which
are determined by randomly generated distribution of point vortices. Density of state
consisting of $10^{8}$ states is shown in Figs. 6 and 7. The density of state has a peak at
$E=29.1$ and $I=0.O$ , which gives an evidence for the negative temperature state. The
ridge extends on $I=0$ plane that is a symmetric plane of the density of state. As the
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Energy $E(x10)$

Figure 7: Density of state on $I=0$ plane is shown.

number of vortices increases, the peak becomes steep one and peak position approaches
$E=0$.

5.2 Equilibrium distribution
It may be likely that equilibrium distribution of the vortices changes with the tem-

perature. So, equilibrium distributions of the vortices at various values of temperature
are obtained time-asymptotically by time development simulations. The temperature is
controlled by the initial distribution of the vortices that determines the system energy.
The results are shown in Fig. 8. In positive temperature, both sign of vortices mix with
each other and spread over the circular area uniformly. On the other hand, when the
sign of the temperature changes with energy increase, the same-sign vortices tend to form
small clumps. In larger energy case, the clumps size becomes gradually large and the
configuration finally reaches a dipole one. Note that the background vortices enable the
clump formation that needs large energy in the energy conserving system. The energy
belonging to the background vortices is relatively low compared with the vortices in the
clumps.

5.3 Two-body correlation function
Here two-body correlation function is defined by a distribution of the distances for

all combinations of two vortices. The value of the correlation function is normalized by
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Figure 8: Equilibrium distributions of the vortices are shown. In the right edge distribu-
tion, the upper and lower clump exclusively consists of the positive and negative vortices,
respectively.

the total number of the combinations of two vortices. In Fig. 9, the correlation function
for the negative temperature case whose vortex distribution is given in the right edge in
Fig. 8 is shown. In Fig. 10, the correlation function for the positive temperature case
whose distribution is given in the left edge in Fig. 8 is shown. In each Fig., two lines
are indicated. The first one corresponds the distance distribution of the positive vortices
around the positive vortices, and the second one corresponds the distance distribution
of the negative vortices around the positive vortices. The distance distribution of the
negative vortices around the positive vortices and the one of the negative vortices around
the negative vortices are omitted here, because the distributions of positive and negative
vortices are symmetric in the circular area, and the omitted correlation functions are
almost identical to the two cases indicated in Figs. 9 and 10. For the negative temperature
case, the left peak corresponds the clump distribution of the same sign, and the right
peak corresponds the clump distribution of the other sign. It clearly shows the clumping
distribution.

In positive temperature case, two lines overlap with each other perfectly, so that we
can see only a line. It means the distributions of the negative and positive vortices are
uniform in the circular area.

5.4 Energy $(k-)$ spectrum

Energy spectrum of the point vortex system bounded by a circular wall is obtained
analytically by [15, 16],

$E(k)$ $=$ $\frac{1}{4\pi k}\sum_{i}^{N}\Gamma_{i}^{2}+\frac{1}{4\pi k}\sum_{i}^{N}\sum_{j\neq i}^{N}\Gamma_{i}\Gamma_{j}J_{0}(k|r_{i}-r_{j}|)$

$- \frac{1}{2\pi k}\sum_{i}^{N}\sum_{j}^{N}\Gamma_{i}\Gamma_{j}\sum_{l=0}^{\infty}\epsilon_{\ell}(\frac{|r_{j}|}{R})^{\ell}\cross J_{\ell}(kR)J_{\ell}(k|r_{i}|)\cos(\ell(\varphi_{i}-\varphi_{j}))$
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$A-\dot{\overline{D}}oe-\llcorner\Phi\circ>$

Distance between two vortices (R)

Figure 9: The correlation function for the negative temperature case whose vortex distri-
bution is given in the right edge in Fig. 8 is shown..

$\delta-$

$\overline{\dot{\overline{A}}}$

$o\dot{e}ro\varpi$

Distance between two vortices (R)

Figure 10: The correlation function for the positive temperature case whose distribution
is given in the left edge in Fig. 8 is shown.
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$k$

Figure 11: Energy spectra are plotted at various temperatures. The temperature is
controlled by the initial configuration of the vortices.

$+ \frac{1}{2\pi k}\sum_{i}^{N}\sum_{j}^{N}\Gamma_{i}\Gamma_{j}\sum_{\ell=0}^{\infty}\epsilon_{\ell}(\frac{|r_{j}|}{R})^{p}xJ_{\ell}^{2}(kR)\cos(l(\varphi_{i}-\varphi_{j}))$ (15)

$\epsilon_{\ell}$ $=$ $\{\begin{array}{l}1 P=0,2 \ell\geq 1,\end{array}$

$x_{i}$ $=$ $r_{i}|\cos(\varphi_{i})$ ,

(16)

$y_{i}=|r_{i}|\sin(\varphi_{i})$ . (17)

The first and the second terms obtained by Novikov gives the spectrum for unbounded
point vortex system, and the rest represents the effect of the circular boundary. By
using the formula (15), we obtain the spectra for various temperatures shown in Fig.
11. As is readily seen, the slope of the intermediate $k$ decreases as the energy increases.
Spectrum range is limited by the radius of the boundary in the small $k$ region and by the
minimum distance between the vortices in the large $k$ region. In Fig. 12, the slope of
the intermediate $k$ is plotted against the system energy. Up to $E\approx 2x10^{4}$ , the negative
slope decreases with the energy increase. In larger energy, the slope approaches to a
constant value, and the asymptotic value may be $-2.0$ . However, it is possible that the
slope cannot develop sharply due to a lack of simulation accuracy, i.e., integral precision is
insufficient. Thus more detailed investigation is needed to conclude the slope approaches
$-2.0$ in the high energy region.

In the positive temperature case, the slope should be $-1$ due to the cancellation of
the terms in Eq. (15) by the uniform distribution of the positive and negative vortices.
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Energy $(x10^{4})$

Figure 12: The slope in the intermediate $k$ is plotted against the system energy.

However, there is a case where the slope is not $-1$ as shown in the lowest line in Fig. 11.
Equilibrium distributions of the two cases where the slope is equal to-l and unequal to-l
are shown in Fig. 13. One may understand that there is no remarkable difference between
the two cases. However, the difference can be elucidated by the two body correlation
function. The correlation functions are shown in Figs. 14 and 15 for the distributions in
Fig. 13. The difference appears in the distribution probability of positive vortices around
positive vortices. In Fig. 14 where the slope is equal to-l, the value approaches zero in
the limit of zero distance. On the other hand, in Fig. 15, the value does not approach
zero in the limit of zero distance. Thus the distribution probability of positive vortices

Figure 13: Equilibrium distributions of the two cases where the slope is equal to-l and
unequal to-l are shown.
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$\hat{\uparrow 1\not\in\frac{.g}{\triangleleft^{-}.}\frac{o}{s}}$

Figure 14: Two-body correlation function where the slope is equal to-l is plotted.

$\uparrow^{\wedge}\frac{g}{\dot{\overline{B}}}n^{n}\frac{o}{\dot{\check}}$.
$Ae$

Figure 15: Two-body correlation function where the slope in unequal to-l is plotted.
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(a) Slope $=-1$ (b) Slope#-l

Figure 16: Two equilibrium distributions are illustrated. The signs $+$ and $\cross$ represent
the positive and negative vortices, respectively.

around positive vortices and that of negative vortices around positive vortices does not
match, and the cancellation of the terms in Eq. (15) is imperfect, so that the slope is not
$-1$ . The correlation functions also suggest that there are at least two equilibrium states
as shown in Fig. 16.

6 Discussion
The massive numerical simulation results using the special-purpose supercomputer,

MDGRAPE series have been presented to understand the statistical mechanical feature
of the two-dimensional point-vortex system.

Recently, computational power has grown rapidly and PC cluster enables massive nu-
merical simulations in university laboratory. However, simulations that can be accelerated
by distributed computing is restricted, which depends mainly the physical model itself.
Physical problems that need integrals over whole space, including Poisson equation, Biot-
Savart integral, may be inappropriate for the distributed computing. One of the ways
to solve the above problem is a special-purpose computer. Nowadays, integrated circuits
that can be programmed by a user are widely used in industry, which is called Field
Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). I believe the FPGA technology breaks the usability
and the performance of the classic vector-type supercomputer.

I did not mention here, but an intriguing aspect of two-dimensional turbulence is a
vortex crystal that is understood as a metastable state. Several ideas to understand the
metastable state have been proposed. However these are applicable for only limited cases
and no fundamental theory is established.
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